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Soaring High

I

t is said that the future belongs to those who
believe in their dreams. On October 15, 1932,
a young man named JRD Tata realized a
dream by flying India’s maiden flight. He
envisaged a transformation in Indian aviation,
and a revolutionary air service for the people. JRD’s
vision materialized on October 15 last year, when
Vistara received its first aircraft with livery and got
all set to take to the skies. Vistara carries forward the
vision of being the world renowned airline of choice
esteemed for exceptional customer excellence. This
October, thus, had a hint of nostalgia, and cause for
celebrations. Read about this on Pages 18-19.
Vistara continues to spread its wings and
recently added two new destinations to its network -Bhubaneswar (October 1) and Varanasi (October 21),
now connecting 12 destinations. Another milestone
was the agreement with Gurgaon-based Flywings
Simulation Technique Centre Pvt Ltd (FWSTC) for
providing Safety and Emergency Procedures practical
training to our pilots and cabin crew. On October 19,
Vistara announced a formal partnership agreement
with Japan Airlines (JAL) and the appointment
of Air System Inc (ASI) as its General Sales Agent
(GSA) in Japan. Around the same time, Vistara
released a report titled Maximising the Contribution
Of Aviation To The Indian Economy, prepared for
the organisation by Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation
(CAPA). This in-depth research based study of the
entire aviation sector is intended to inform and
sensitise policy makers and other stakeholders about
Team Vistara
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the enormous benefits of liberalising aviation in the
country. The report suggests the Indian Aviation
sector has the potential to contribute to over 5 per
cent of GDP and create economic value of up to US$
250 billion on an annual basis by 2025. We were also
ecstatic to receive our eighth aircraft which upped our
spirits further and made October even more special
for us.
Vistara has further partnered with the Global
Goals campaign which aims to end poverty, fight
inequality and injustice and tackle climate change for
everyone by 2030. Read more about this on
Page 16.
To explore the various wine tours of India
read our Cover Story on pages 38-44. For a visit
to the land of temples flip through our travel story
on Bhubaneswar, pages 54-58 or discover what
Vancouver has to offer to tourists from pages 46-52.
Keeping up with the festive spirits try your hand at
some of the delectable festive dishes on pages 60-62,
or splurge on some festive jewellery from all over
India, pages 68-72.
To stay in sync with everything that is happening
at Vistara, visit our website www.airvistara.com or
follow us on Facebook and Twitter!
In your journey with us, we fly to greater heights.
Thank you for being a part of this journey. Warm
greetings to you all from the entire team of Vistara for
the festive season.
The Vistara star is glittering in the skies, and you
are helping us shine brighter.
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A tourist on a wine
tour plucking grapes

Mafikizolo raised a flag to
represent Goal 8, Decent
Work and Economic
Growth, at Constitution
Hill in Johannesburg,
South Africa

The Global Goals:
It’s Time for Action!
Vistara has partnered with the Global Goals campaign. The
campaign aims to end poverty, fight inequality and injustice

O

n September 25, 193
world leaders unveiled
the new Global Goals for
Sustainable Development
at the UN General
Assembly. The goals are a series of 17
ambitious targets to end poverty, fight
inequality and injustice and tackle
climate change for everyone by 2030.
The Global Goals campaign,
conceived by renowned filmmaker
and founder of Comic Relief, Richard
Curtis, for the United Nations, aims
to make the goals famous to greatly
increase their chance of being
implemented. It kick started with
an exciting campaign to reach seven
billion people in seven days to help give
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the goals the “loudest” launch.
The Global Goals campaign
messages included a remarkable reach
of approximately 40 per cent of the
global population: an average of 417
million people per day!
The Tata Group and Vistara fronted
the campaign as India partners for the
campaign, offering multi-dimensional
support in telling everyone about the
goals through their employee, digital
and company networks. Vistara was
also the travel partner for the Global
Goals campaign, offering celebrity and
partner sponsors the option of safe and
hassle-free travel during the campaign.
Log on to www.globalgoals.org and
be a part of this revolution.

Events across the world
• 500 million children received the
‘World’s Largest Lesson’ in partnership
with UNICEF. The Tata Group is
reaching more than three million
children through the Tata Building
India Essay Competition across 7,500+
schools.
• As part of the Tell Everyone campaign,
Tata Teleservices reached out to 32
million customers through mobile text
messages in India.
• 60,000 people attended the Global
Citizen Festival including US First
Lady Michelle Obama, Leonardo
DiCaprio, Bill and Melinda Gates
and Malala Yousafzai. Indian Prime
Minister Narendra Modi sent a
poignant message that pledged
his government’s commitment to
eradicating poverty in India.
• Over 250 million people tuned into
Radio Everyone in 75 countries with
600 radio partners. AR Rahman and
Hrithik Roshan came onboard as RJs
for a day.
• Vistara educated approximately
42,000 passengers about the goals
through their in-flight announcement
over two weeks. Through their
campaigns on social media and
website stories, they informed over
two million people about the goals.

Photo Courtesy: Nicki Priem
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Phee Teik Yeoh
inaugurating FWSTC
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Vistara celebrating
JRD Tata’s first flight
with trade partners
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Lamp lighting
ceremony to mark
the inaugural flight
to Varanasi
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Vistara: Realising JRD Tata’s
Dream of an Unrivalled Airline
“More than ever before, we must be ready to think every problem afresh,
to change and innovate.”

T

his thought guided Jehangir
Ratanji Dadabhoy Tata, or JRD,
since his early days. For the
business tycoon who headed
the prodigious Tata empire, the
craft of aeronautics was his first passion.
His ability to visualise a better tomorrow,
and then be the change, saw him accomplish
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– JRD Tata

many a firsts in India’s aviation history.
JRD’s fascination for flying developed
in his childhood. His determination to
revolutionise aviation in India led him to
becoming the first Indian pilot in 1929. By
October 15, 1932, he gave wings to India by
piloting India’s first airline, Tata Airlines,
from Karachi to Bombay (now Mumbai). But

the heritage of Tata and Indian aviation did
not end here.
Flying the new feeling
Last year, Vistara – another Tata born
airline – took to the skies. October 15 is
etched as a special day for Vistara in more
ways than one - as we welcomed the first

painted A320 aircraft of our
fleet at Delhi’s Indira Gandhi
International Airport amidst
the traditional water cannon
salute on this day last year.
We were born out of the
need of flying a new feeling
– one which was seamless,
personalised, and unique,
with unmatched service
standards.
October 15, a
Momentous Day
As a tribute to the aviator
JRD, we celebrated by taking
the children of Salaam
Baalak Trust on an excursion
to The Garden of Five Senses
in Delhi. The day was filled
with lots of fun games and
chatter, and an exciting “Fly
High” contest. The children
made and decorated paper
planes, and competed on
who flew their planes the
farthest. The stakes were
high as the top three winners
were awarded a day trip
from Delhi to a beautiful city
aboard a Vistara flight!
Celebrations on the
special day also included
customised meal boxes
for all Vistara passengers,
collectible Tata memorabilia,
and interesting offers
around the number “83”.
For instance, 83 tickets were
given at a special price of
` 830 each and Club Vistara
members aboard our flight
on October 15 earned 83
bonus points. For the people
who were not on air with
Vistara, there were riveting
contests on Twitter.
On the Road to Success
Vistara is an extension of
JRD’s dream. In following
the path set by him, we
endeavour to contribute
positively to the growth of
Indian aviation. In October,
we published a report

titled “Maximising the
Contribution of Aviation to
the Indian Economy” which
identifies key measures
within the aviation sector
which, if implemented,
could unleash the economic
potential the Indian aviation
sector possesses.
Charting a New Course
Expanding the network
further, Vistara commenced
flights to the temple city
of Bhubaneswar, our
third destination in the
East. Vistara offers two
daily flights on the DelhiBhubaneswar-Delhi route.
Also in October was the
launch of the Delhi-Varanasi
route. There are daily flights
to the holy city – taking our
destination count to 12 cities
across India. We received our
eighth aircraft in October,
and will receive one more
by the year-end. Upping our
spirits was another feat –
last month we uplifted more
than 100 tonnes of cargo for
the first time since we began
operations.
While growth is the
overarching flavour at the
moment, we place greater
emphasis on something
more integral – safety. We
partnered with Flywings
Simulation Training
Centre Pvt Ltd to train our
pilots and cabin crew for
effortlessly managing any
emergency.
We are growing bigger
and better every month. We
are ambitious not just for our
growth but, like JRD Tata, to
build a robust aviation sector
in India. In JRD’s words,
“Quality is engineered and
only then inspected.” We
are building Vistara with
an unrivalled quality that is
uniquely and thoughtfully
engineered.

D

D

Special Vistara meal boxes
in the economy cabin on
October 15

E

Cake cutting ceremony at the
Vistara office celebrating the
83rd anniversary of JRD Tata’s
first flight

E
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Products & Services
We push the boundaries of air travel, keeping you at the very centre of our endeavours. Our enterprising spirit,
blended with traditional Indian hospitality will ensure every journey you take with us is a truly enjoyable experience
and a feeling like no other. When you fly Vistara, you fly the new feeling. Welcome aboard.
Business

Customers in Business Class can
revel in our ultra-luxurious seats,
which boast of a wide seat back and
comfortable recline. Ergonomic
seat features such as extendable leg
rest, footrest and adjustable winged
headrest are also available to adjust
your seating comfort. In addition,
you can find some personal storage
space located at the side of your
seat, with enough room for small
items like your glasses, a gadget
or a book. The interplay between
the royal purple and calm grey
hues of our cabin evokes a sense of
tranquility, so that you reach your
destination feeling rejuvenated.

Premium Economy

Cabin Baggage

Business,
Premium Economy
and Economy
Class customers
are entitled to
one item of cabin
baggage. This
excludes handbags
and laptops. Each
bag should weigh
no more than 7 kg
with the combined
length, width and
height of each bag
not exceeding
115 cm (45 inches).
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Be a class ahead when you fly
with us in our exclusive Premium
Economy section. With up to
20 per cent more legroom for
each seat, enjoy the increased
sense of well-being that comes
with having that much more
personal space. Thoughtful touches
such as the specially designed
and tested seat bottom cushions
for improved comfort, winged
headrests and long armrests allow
for further relaxation on your
journeys with us.

Economy

Our Economy Class cabin is anything
but ordinary. Upholstered in
genuine leather, the seats set a new
benchmark in style and comfort.
Your comfort is our priority, that is
why we have taken special care to
style the seats to further maximise
knee and legroom space.

Meals & Dining

Aboard our flights, be taken
on an exciting gastronomic
adventure when you partake
of the innovative culinary
selections which our experts
have specially developed for
your enjoyment. Business
Class customers are treated
to a fine dining experience
amongst the clouds with the
use of fine linen and bone
china tableware. Our Premium
Economy and Economy sections
can look forward to wholesome
and satisfying meals along
with a range of beverages, all
served by our engaging cabin
crew. Customers with specific
dietary requirements can select
from a wide range of special
meals, which are available for
booking up to 24 hours prior to
flight departure.

Portable Electronic
Devices
While the use of PEDs such
as mobile phones, tablets and
laptops is permitted on our
aircraft, these must always be
switched off and stowed away
during taxi, take-off and landing.
When in use during boarding or
inflight, regulations require that
PEDs are to be placed in flight
safe or airplane mode with all
transmitting functions (GSM,
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc.) disabled.
For safety reasons, customers
may be asked to stop the use
of PEDs at any point of the
flight journey. We seek your
cooperation to comply with the
instructions by our crew.
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Club Vistara
As a Club Vistara member, you will be entitled to a number of benefits (see table below) which have been
crafted to enhance your travel experience. Progression through the three status tiers - Base, Silver and
Gold - results in added privileges that will elevate your check-in and boarding experience, to make you feel
exclusive right from the beginning of your journey.

Benefits
Earn
Points
on All
Flights*

Exclusive
Offers and
Promotions

Access and
Management
of Your
Account
Information
Online

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

gold

✓

Priority
Airport
Standby

✓

Increased
Baggage
Allowance

Priority
Priority
Airport Boarding
Check-in
&
Priority
Baggage
Handling

+10 kg

Business
Class
Counter

+5 kg

Premium
Economy
Counter

✓

Priority
Waitlist
Clearance

Tier
Bonus
Points

Points
Earned
Per
100 INR

Lounge
Access

Access to
Partner
Lounges

Guaranteed
Reservations
For Economy
Class

Dedicated
Club Vistara
Helpline

Up to 48
Hours Prior*

✓

✓

+2

7

✓

+1

6

✓

5

✓

silver

✓
base

✓

*Please refer to Club Vistara Terms & Conditions to learn more.
www.airvistara.com/club-vistara

Earn CV Points with Singapore Airlines & SilkAir
Club Vistara members can now earn Club Vistara (CV) points for flights on our two new partners, Singapore Airlines and SilkAir.
CV points earned will be based on distance flown*. Please refer to the table below to for calculating CV Point accruals.

Operating Carrier

• To earn CV points on Singapore
Airlines and SilkAir flights, CV
membership number must
be furnished at the time of
booking or check-in.

Premium Economy/Economy Class

Business Class

Suites/First Class

S, T, P - 100%
Y, B, E - 100%
M, H, W, L - 70%

Z, C, J, U, D - 125%

R, F, A - 150%

S, T, P - 100%
Y, B, E - 100%
M, H, W, L - 70%

Z, C, J, U, D - 125%

Not Applicable

• Bookings must be
made in the name
as it appears in
passport and CV
membership records.

• It will take up to
four weeks after
the flight for the CV
points to be credited
into CV accounts.

• To check if the CV points
have been credited, CV
members can login at
‘My Account’ on airvistara.
com/trip/club-vistara

• All queries regarding
points earned with
our partners will be
handled by
Club Vistara.

*”Distance flown” means the calculated distance between origin and destination, as determined by Vistara in its sole discretion, regardless of the actual distance travelled.
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Redeeming CV Points
Redeeming Club Vistara points is as easy as earning them. You can choose from a host of destinations and use
your Club Vistara points to book an award flight on Vistara or our other airline partners’ network.

Club Vistara Award Chart
Origin

Destination

Delhi

Ahmedabad

CV Points Required
Economy

4000

Premium Economy

5000

Business

15000

Govt. Taxes As Applicable

ü

Delhi

Bagdogra

6000

7000

25000

ü

Delhi

Bengaluru

6000

7000

25000

ü

Delhi

Goa

6000

7000

25000

ü

Delhi

Guwahati

6000

7000

25000

ü

Delhi

Hyderabad

5000

6000

20000

ü

Delhi

Lucknow

4000

5000

15000

ü

Delhi

Mumbai

5000

6000

20000

ü

Delhi

Pune

5000

6000

20000

ü

Mumbai

Bengaluru

5000

6000

20000

ü

Mumbai

Goa

4000

5000

15000

ü

Bagdogra

Guwahati

4000

5000

15000

ü

Redemption Process
To redeem your Club Vistara points, follow the steps mentioned below:

1. Refer to the award chart
to know the number of
CV points required for
the destination you want
to travel to.

2. Connect with us through
our Customer Service
Centre (CSC) at 1860 108
9999 to redeem your CV
points for booking.

3. Mention your Club Vistara
membership number along with
date of travel, origin-destination,
cabin class and preferred time for
the flight you wish to book.

4. Our CSC will take
the request and
follow the required
procedures to issue
your ticket.

5. Should you wish to make changes
to your award flight booking, our
CSC will be able to assist you in
the same.

6. For more details, please
log on to our website
airvistara.com.
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Flight Schedule
Route

Ahmedabad to Delhi

Weekly Frequency

14

Departure

UK 990

1000

Arrival

1130

Days of Operations

UK 990

0955

1130

7

UK968

1935

2105

Daily

123456

UK955

0745

0915

Daily

UK969

1720

1855

Daily

7

UK765

1655

1910

Daily

7

UK 876

1935

2220

Daily

UK 889

0625

0910

123456

Delhi to Ahmedabad

14

Bagdogra to Delhi
Bengaluru to Delhi
Delhi to Bengaluru

Flight No.

7

Bengaluru to Mumbai

7

Mumbai to Bengaluru

7

Bhubaneshwar to Delhi

14

Delhi to Bhubaneshwar

14

Delhi to Goa

UK 889

0735

1015

7

UK 875

1010

1155

123456

UK 875

1100

1240

7
Daily

UK 850

1715

1855

UK 732

1025

1235

Daily

UK 762

1920

2125

Daily

UK 733

0735

0940

Daily

UK 781

1625

1835

Daily

7

UK847

1110

1345

Daily

Goa to Delhi

7

UK862

1425

1715

Daily

Delhi to Guwahati

7

UK765

1225

1440

Daily

Guwahati to Bagdogra

7

UK765

1515

1620

Daily

UK 830

0930

1140

123456

Hyderabad to Delhi
Delhi to Hyderabad
Lucknow to Delhi
Delhi to Lucknow

Mumbai to Delhi

Delhi to Mumbai

13
14
14
14

41

41

UK 870

2005

2215

Daily

UK879

1715

1925

Daily

UK829

0640

0850

Daily

UK 933

1400

1505

Daily

UK 936

0925

1030

Daily

UK 970

1210

1320

Daily

UK 927

0725

0840

Daily

UK930

0725

0935

123456

UK970

0855

1055

Daily

UK994

1025

1240

Daily

UK944

1420

1630

Daily

UK980

1930

2140

Daily

UK988

2115

2325

Daily

UK975

0605

0810

123456

UK943

0725

0940

Daily

UK 995

1015

1230

Daily

UK 933

1555

1810

Daily

UK979

1810

2020

Daily

UK981

2015

2225

Daily

Pune to Delhi

7

UK992

2005

2215

Daily

Delhi to Pune

7

UK991

1710

1925

Daily

Mumbai to Goa

7

UK 820

1325

1440

Daily

Goa to Mumbai

7

UK 996

1525

1635

Daily

Delhi to Varanasi

7

UK 990

1250

1415

Daily

Varanasi to Delhi

7

UK 969

1455

1620

Daily

Schedule is subject to change without prior notice
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trending
DIARY

Watch Out For
india

abroad

Dubai Motor Festival
When: November 10-21
Where: Dubai World
Trade Centre
Visit: www.visitdubai.com/
en/discover/festivals/
dubai-motor-festival

Diwali
When: November 11
Where: All over India

The festival of lights, Diwali, is one of
the most auspicious days in the Hindu
calendar and is celebrated by lighting
up homes and offices with diyas,
candles and decorative lights. People
buy new clothes and exchange gifts
and sweets. In north India, Diwali marks
the day of the return of Lord Rama after
defeating demon king Ravana of Lanka.
It is also associated with Goddess
Lakshmi as it was on this day that she
emerged during samudramanthan
(churning of the sea) in the war
between devtas (gods) and asuras
(demons). In another mythological
tale, Lord Krishna triumphed over
Narkasura to free gopis from the
demon. In West Bengal, Goddess Kali
is worshipped on this day with tantric
rites and mantras. From an agrarian
point of view, the festival heralds the
onset of the sowing season.
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Guru Nanak Jayanti
When: November 25
Where: Punjab

Guru Nanak Jayanti or Gurpurab
commemorates the birth of the
founder of the Sikh religion and
first of the Sikh gurus. Celebrations
conventionally begin with prabhat
pheris followed by katha and
insightful lectures. After this,
langar (Free food) is served.

London International
Arts Festival
When: November 4-8
Where: London,
United Kingdom
Visit: http://liaf.co.uk/

Chhath Puja
When: November 15-18
Where: Bihar

The ancient festival is celebrated
to offer gratitude to Lord Surya
(Sun God) as he represents the
permanent source of life on earth.
The rituals mainly comprise fasting
and chanting prayers on the banks
of a holy river where various rituals
are performed.

Lanuza Surfing Festival
When: November 23-28
Where: Lanuza, Philippines
Visit: www.
itsmorefuninthephilippines.
com

trending
celluloid

Movies This Month
bollywood

Hollywood

Spectre
Release Date:
November 6
Cast: Daniel Craig and
Naomie Harris
Director: Sam Mendes

watch
must

Prem Ratan Dhan Payo
Release Date:
November 12
Cast: Salman Khan,
Sonam Kapoor, Anupam
Kher and Neil Nitin Mukesh
Director: Sooraj Barjatya
Prem Ratan Dhan Payo marks
the return of Sooraj Barjatya
as a director after a hiatus of
nine years with Salman Khan
playing a double role in this
family drama. Wanting to lead
a normal life, a king (Salman)
switches identities with his
lookalike. While Sonam features
as a princess, Neil Nitin Mukesh
will be seen as Salman’s evil
stepbrother in the movie which
also stars Armaan Kohli in a
negative character.
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Yaara Silly Silly
Release Date: November 6
Cast: Paoli Dam and Parambrata Chatterjee
Director: Subhash Sehgal
Yaara Silly Silly is a romantic story woven around
a red light area and the life of a prostitute. The
music and background score for the movie has
been composed by Ankit Tiwari. The movie
marks the comeback of Subhash Sehgal who
returns to direction after 15 years.
Tamasha
Release Date: November 27
Cast: Ranbir Kapoor and Deepika Padukone
Director: Imitiaz Ali
The story of Tamasha revolves around Ved
Sahni (Ranbir Kapoor), a free soul who wants to
spread happiness wherever he goes whereas
Deepika plays a comic book fanatic girl. This
unusual fairytale unfolds the lives of these two
who develop fondness for each other as they
orchestrate tamashas all across the island.

The Hunger Games:
Mockingjay – Part 2
Release Date:
November 20
Cast: Jennifer Lawrence
and Josh Hutcherson
Director: Francis
Lawrence

The Night Before
Release Date:
November 25
Cast: Joseph GordonLevitt, Lizzy Caplan and
Seth Rogen
Director: Jonathan
Levine

trending
What’s new

New on the Block

Skincare For The
Bride-to-be

Sula Sessions debuts

Sula Vineyards recently introduced its new live music property,
Sula Sessions, in association with Asahi, Japan’s first dry
beer. After a successful launch in Pune in June 2015, the
property debuted in the National Capital with performances by
jazz artiste Vasundhara Vidalur at QLA, Mehrauli this September.
Over the next few months, Sula Sessions will travel through, Delhi,
Goa and other cities. Speaking on the occasion, Sula Vineyards
marketing head Shraddha Nathani said, “Sula Sessions is
essentially a way for us to make quality music accessible to cities
across India.”

Alia’s AW15 Jabong collection

Splashes of blue, military prints, patent LBDs,
edgy monochromes – all this and much more
is available in Alia Bhatt’s much-awaited 2015
collection exclusively for Jabong. The collection
which has four themes - Military, The Blues, Boho
and Black & White - befits the actress’ personal
sense of style. The actress-designer ensured
she sat through those rigorous brainstorming
sessions and discussed what works and
what does not for her line. The best part of
the collection is that it does not need much
accessorising. All one needs to do is play with
the makeup and is ready to step out.
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With all eyes trained on you, ensure
your skin looks radiant on your
marriage day with Skintruth’s prebridal skin care regime. Formulated
with finest ingredients, Skintruth’s
bridal skincare routine comprises
Gentle Facial Exfoliator, Radiance
Setting Mask and Afterdark Age Defy
Moisturiser.
A cleansing, deep exfoliating,
restoring and nourishing process that
uses naturally derived ingredients,
dissolves dead skin cells to refresh
and smoothens the skin’s surface.
Wrinkles, fine lines and dull skin
virtually disappears with the use of
these advanced products. Essential
nourishment is delivered through
key ingredients, aloe vera, starflower
extract, acerola, geranium and goji
berry. It relaxes the skin; fine lines are
instantly plumped and saturated in
moisture.

trending
What’s new

For The Fashionable Man

A La Mode recently introduced an elaborate
European Linen Collection for men with an
unmatched blend of both style and substance.
Made from pure European linen, the world’s
strongest natural fibre, it is remarkably durable,
comfortable and extremely skin-friendly. It comes
with its own unique texture, in 15 eye-catching
yarn-dyed solid shades. Styled with classic oriental
round-collar and half-concealed buttons, it can be
teamed up with a jacket or a smart pair of jeans for
a simple yet trendy look, or double up as a semiformal shirt with casual trousers.

CD Festive Collection

Agent Bond’s New Love

Daniel Craig made a special visit to the heart of
the Swiss watchmaking industry to inaugurate
the Omega factory in Villeret, Switzerland. The
actor, who reprises his role as James Bond
in Spectre, the 24th Bond adventure, was given
a guided tour as well as exclusive access to
the factory’s assembly line. During the visit,
he was shown production of the new Omega
Seamaster 300 “SPECTRE” Limited Edition, to be
available in the market beginning this month.
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Look your festive best and
splurge on a Charagh Din shirt.
These stylish pieces are available
in a plethora of bright colours
such as blueberry, burgundy,
canyon, citric, army green,
butter, camel, black forest and
chickoo. Optical prints, graphic
patterns and embroidery are
some of the styles the festive
collection displays. Shop online
at www.cdshirts.com or walk
into The Charagh Din Store at
64, Wodehouse Road, Colaba,
Mumbai.

Axe Brand
universal oil

The best companion and
ideal gift when you travel

trending
reading corner

Good Books On
A Nation is Born.....
Words Guneet Oberoi

3
Author: Krishna
Udayasankar

Publisher: Hachette India
Price: `499

Shayaree-e-Zindagee –
Poetry For Life
Author: JS Mishra
Price: `350
Publisher: Bloomsbury
An evergreen collection
titled Shayaree-e-Zindagee
- Poetry for Life has more
than 500 couplets of
eminent Urdu poets. This
is the finest collection of
Urdu poetry available in
English translation having
most profound couplets of
maestros like Ghalib, Zauq,
Jigar, Iqbal, Firaq, Bashir
Badr and Nida Fazli who
have contributed valuable
pearls and gems to Urdu
poetry. The book may serve
as a handbook for those
interested in using couplets
as quotes.
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B

ased on the
founding legend
of the island
of Singapore,
also known as
Singapura or the Lion City, 3 is
an engrossing tale – narrated
in an exquisitely rich voice
– of love, self-realisation
and adventure on the high
seas. Taking readers back to
the 13th century’s Srivijaya

empire, considered to have had
one of the world’s strongest
maritime forces, the book
covers the journey of the
emperor Prabhu Dharmasena’s
youngest son, Nila.
With the empire left
powerless in a political
exchange, Nila voyages
across the seas to land in a
fishing village. With nothing
but a meaningless crown, a

An Uncommon Man
RK Laxman Collection
Price: `499
Publisher: Times Group
An Uncommon Man is a
compilation of RK Laxman’s
cartoons. On the rare occasion
that Laxman forgot to include
him in the You Said It cartoon,
letters would flood the
Times office, demanding an
explanation for this. These
cartoons are as relevant
today as they were when he
drew them. Indian politicians,
babus and problems have
remained the same and so has
the Common Man. Although
representative of his long
career, selecting cartoons from
his vast trove was, to put it
mildly, an exercise in separating
wheat from wheat.

The Shelf
once-lauded navy and the will to
keep alive the name of Srivijaya
against the endless onslaughts of old
enemies and ambitious neighbours,
emperor Dharmasena and his kin
leave behind their island realm to
traverse the seas, desperate and
homeless.
Among those who sail with him
is the emperor’s youngest son, Nila
Utama, for whom loyalty and honour
have ceased to have a meaning
since he saw his father forsake their
beloved land. Now, all that is left to
do is survive... or so Nila thinks, till
a voyage across turbulent seas brings
him to a fishing village where the
headstrong prince, so far insistent

on keeping to the shadows, is forced
to step up to his responsibility, face
his old demons and discover what it
truly means to be a king.
Excerpts:
“In my dreams I see him again, often
and always on a ship. But in my
dreams our story ends otherwise. In
my dreams I tame the beast.”
“I dream of a lion, as I used to in
childhood, but tonight this dream
ends otherwise. There is no ship, no
cage and no taming of the beast, for
there is no beast to be tamed. There
is only a lion, and there is a boy.
They are free.”

Crimson City
Author: Madhulika Liddle
Price: `395
Publisher: Hachette India
In the spring of 1657, the
Mughal armies have reached
the Deccan, besieging the
Fort of Bidar. Back home in
Dilli (Delhi), there is unrest:
the empire seethes and
stirs and its capital reflects
this turbulence. Muzaffar
Jang, newly married to
Shireen, stumbles into the
investigation of a merchant’s
murder. Even as another crime
- the kidnapping of a wealthy
moneylender’s infant son occurs, Muzaffar finds himself
at odds with his brother-inlaw, Khan Sahib Muzaffar must
follow his gut to unmask this
audacious murderer.

5 fiction books from
Niyogi Books
A Harvest of Ecstasy
Mathew Attokaran
Pigeons of the Dome: Stories on
Communalism
Rakhshanda Jalil
Men and Dreams in the
Dhauladhar
Kochery C Shibu
The Naxalites
Khwaja Ahmad Abbas / Suresh Kohli
Tiger In You
Shiraz Mukherjee

5 non-fictions books by
Niyogi Bookss
Image-makers of Kumortuli and
the Durga Puja Festival
Krishna Dutta
Lost Address
Krishna Bose
Ladakh : A Photo Travelogue
Sohini Sen
Indian Tibet Tibetan India
Peter Ham
JP Das (A creative journey)
Ganeswar Mishra & Dr Bikram K. Das

Babur
Author: Royina Grewal
Price: `695
Publisher: Rupa
Publications
This book is a result
of Royina’s love for
history and her late
husband’s desire for
more of Indian historical
fiction. She narrates
the story of the first
Mughal emperor Babur
as a poet, writer, lover
and an inspiring general.
Royina’s tale starts on
the eve of the Battle of
Panipat. Baburnama, the
autobiography of Babur,
the author has recreated
the character of Babur
as an emperor who was
accessible and inspiring.
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odyssey
cover story

Wine
Th e G r e at

tours of india

With vineyards creating interesting activity options for
connoisseurs, wine tourism is growing by leaps and bounds
in the country
Words: Magandeep Singh
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T

he joy of wines is not merely
limited to imbibing them. True to
the adage that journeys are not
always about the destination, a
visit to a winery is not just about
tasting a few wines. A visit to a vineyard
is more than a mere nature hike. You can
observe the winery, marvelling at the giant
tanks and endless rows of vats and barrels.
Delve deeper and a visit to a winery will
make you understand what the winemaker
wants to express and how it was achieved,
bringing us closer to nature in every sense.
Till a few years ago, the nearest
destinations for vineyards were South Africa,
or somewhere in Europe or Australia. But
most such trips are costly, apart from the
logistical nightmares of organising local
transport as most such vineyards are usually
located in the back of beyond, far from the
more frequented paths. All in all, one had
to be a serious wine-head to envisage such
a jaunt for a vacation. The last few years
have seen this void fill indigenously as local
wineries have sprung into action, upping the
ante and providing all the amenities that can
make for a wonderful wine-themed holiday.

A visit to a vineyard
is more than a mere
nature hike. You can
observe the winery,
marvelling at the giant
tanks and endless rows
of vats and barrels
November 2015 | www.airvistara.com | 39

Sula

A

NASHIK, MAHAR AHSTR A
The city remains the hub of the Indian winemaking scene and many hotels have come up in the vicinity to serve this
burgeoning market. The Taj, just off the highway as one reaches Nashik, remains a popular place to park oneself and
thereon, a good few wineries can be visited in the vicinity.

India’s household brand
for wines, Sula has built
an impressive facility and
have well-established tours
which take one through
the winery, explaining the
process of winemaking —
from grape to glass. The
tasting room allows one
to observe the verdant
vineyards stretching out in
the front of the property.
Right next to it is a rustic
little restaurant with
acceptably decent grub.
Not too far down the road
in a tranquil setting is their
premium resort, Beyond,
replete with private living
spaces and infinity pools.
Many people prefer to use
this as a base and explore
the region. The Sula Dindori
recently won some worthy
accolades so definitely try
that wine. Otherwise, they
have a decent Viognier and
a Riesling as well.

B

York

The winery lies between Sula and its resort
and while the Sula guided tours can be a bit
sterile, York is a lot more interesting if you wish
to understand winemaking. The winemaker
is part of the family and is mostly on campus
and visiting the winery with an owner-cumproducer is an experience second to none for
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nobody can better explain the nuances of
making wine from one year to another. Among
their wines, the sparkling and the Rosé deserve
special mention. Also, they have recently
launched a reserve wine called Aros and
although young at the moment, the wine
showed good holding value.

A

An exterior shot
of Sula Vineyard’s
resort, Beyond

B

York winery which lies
between Sula and its
resort

odyssey
cover story

C

akluj, MAHAR AShTR A

D

Far from Nashik and three hours away from
Pune is Akluj, famous otherwise for peanuts
but now for a formidable winery. The town
has a small hotel and can be a good overnight
stop. There are no other wineries around so
this is more of a two-day excursion out of
Mumbai rather than a full-fledged visit to a
wine region.

Fratelli
India’s fastest rising star has established its
supremacy in record time. They make a range
of wines across price points and Piero Masi,
their winemaker, is a famous personality in
Tuscany. Good for us that he decided to take
on this project and now practically lives here
in the vineyard. The state-of-the-art winery is
definitely the most impressive of the lot and the
adjoining residence has four suites which can
be reserved for a on-site stay. The vineyards are
spread across different sites and one particular
setting atop a hill in Garwad is a great place for
luncheon, accompanied by a gentle breeze and
a sweeping 360 degree view of the vineyards.
Back at winery lawns, they can fix you a
memorable traditional Maharashtrian meal —
some song and dance performances too if you
fancy — all paired alongside their wines. The
Sette, their flagship red blend, is definitely an
Indian icon but their basic Sangiovese is a real
treat of a drink –easy and affable. At the winery,
one can (exclusively) try their limited edition
sweet wine which is made from dried grapes.

Vistara flies to Mumbai from Delhi, ,
Bengaluru and Goa
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E
C

The on-site stay
option at Fratelli
winery

D

The state-of-the-art
winery is definitely
the most impressive
of the lot

E

Wine barrels at the
winery

odyssey
cover story

F

Bengaluru, karnataka

KRSMA ,

G

The city of Bengaluru could be very much on
the lines of Vienna in the sense that it is a
city with a winemaking industry. The wineries
located at the outskirts are a good option for a
a day-trip for wines.

Alpine
Among the largest stretches of vineyards
(and land) owned by one single winery, the
Alpine facility makes for quite a daunting
visit. Raghavendra, scion of the Gowda family
with multiple business interests, established
this vineyard and right from the first vintage
the wines have shown balance, elegance and
promise. One look at the carefully manicured
vineyards and the enviable wine facility
and one can see why. Although the winery
is based out of a few buildings, the space
around stretches endlessly in all directions. A
small lake on the property (which also serves
as a reservoir) is a tranquil little picnic spot.
Around an hour’s drive away from Bengaluru,
it is best to stay in the city and make a day’s
trip to the winery.
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Hampi Hills

Although being listed under Bengaluru, it is
a few hours away from the city. Nestled in
the Hampi Hills, about 70 km from UNESCO
World Heritage site of the same name, this is
perhaps India’s best kept secret. Krishna and
Uma Prasad, the team behind this endeavour,
decided to make the most premium wines
in India and so far, are leading by example. A
visit to the winery will welcome you into the
most barren of land patches you have ever
seen and amid this bleak pitch is a small green
hamlet that is the winery and its surrounding
vineyards. Water is scarce but the altitude
provides a naturally cool climate which is
great for ripening grapes to achieve maximum
flavour. The winery is boutique for most parts
and the equipment, from tanks to barrels, is
top-of-the-line as one would expect to see in
the most premium wineries in the world.
The author is a famous Indian sommelier

F

Alpine winery factory
which is an hour’s
drive from Bengaluru

G

Krsma winery at
Hampi has won
prestigious accolades

Vistara flies to Bengaluru from
New Delhi and Mumbai

odyssey
offshore

Vancouver

There is a lot more to do in one of the most densely populated cities in the world than indulge in
Words: Lakshmi Sharath

I

t was a hazy day and the
Vancouver Harbour was
drenched in a sheet of white. As
the thin veil of mist descended,
everything got enveloped under
it, reducing visibility to near zero.
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Strapped to our seats, we sat inside a
yellow and white float plane, awaiting
take-off. Our hopes of a timely departure
got dashed as the pilot announced, “We
will have to wait as the field of vision
is below permissible flying limits.”

However, the delay was not for long. A
few minutes later, we spotted a ray of
light peeping out from the clouds and the
mist cleared in no time. And before we
could realise, we took off straight from
the sea and headed into the clouds.

Vignettes

A

trekking, kayaking, hiking and enjoying life. Vancouver promises a delightful experience for outdoor enthusiasts

This is perhaps the best introduction
one can offer for the city of Vancouver
to a discerning traveller. One of the
most densely populated cities in the
world lies here, wrapped in the arms of
nature. As we flew over the North Shore

Mountains, this coastal seaport, located
in British Columbia in Canada, seemed
like a cluster of tiny islands sprawled
around in blue fabric. As the plane
hovered over the city’s skyscrapers, the
islands sparkled like emeralds in a sea

A

A breathtaking view
of the Vancouver
skyline
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B

of turquoise as mountains, forests,
meadows and lakes faded in and out of
view. The entire city looked dreamy as
we slowly descended to the harbour and
landed right in the middle of the sea.
Dubbed as one of the top 10 livable
cities of the world, we soon realised
that Vancouver is a traveller’s paradise.
No wonder we indulged in kayaking,
walked in the rain forest and hiked
along trails over the next three days
in Vancouver. Our next halt was at a
rain forest nestled inside a park. One
of the world’s top 10 urban parks,
Stanley Park, located in the heart of
the city, is not just about pretty lakes
and manicured gardens. Spread over
a thousand-acre rain forest with trees
converging all around, the trails takes
you to a pristine natural world.
The hikers strolled past us while
the bikers vanished down the trails.
We continued walking to see totem
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Spread over a thousand-acre rain forest with trees
converging all around, the trail at Stanley Park takes
you to a pristine natural world

C

B

Seaplanes
ready to take
off from the
Vancouver
Harbour

C

Horse carriages
take you around
in Stanley Park
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Va nc o u v e r fact s
•

Vancouver is one of the largest cities in British Columbia in Canada. Most
airlines connect to Canada from Europe, the UK or through Asia. While
the city itself has many experiences to offer, there are several weekend
getaways from the city that adds a bit of zing to the journey. Take
BC Cruises or a seaplane or just go on a road trip along the coast,
following the Sea to Sky Highway.

•

The scenic route takes you to Whistler, the mountain resort
destination - a perfect spot for the outdoor enthusiast . But on
the way, stop by at Porteau Cove or Squamish and don’t miss the
Shannon Falls. And if you love nature, take the gondola which flies
at an altitude of 885 m, treating you to stunning views of the Howe
Sound Fjord.

•

Whistler has one of the most exciting gondola rides ever – a peak to peak
experience that takes you from one mountain to another. While bikers
and hikers will enjoy Whistler, it is also a destination for those who want to
look for lost lakes or get a spa treatment in a forest - like environment.

F
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E

D

Totem poles
in Stanley
Park Vancouver

E

You could
explore the city
on a crusie ship

F

One must try
the exciting
gondola ride
here

poles standing tall amid the verdant
greenery. The path took us to a ninekm long sea wall where we stopped
by to gaze at the blue seas shrouded
in mist. But it was not just Nature.
Almost 50,000 creatures are housed
inside one of the largest aquariums
here. There are swimming pools,
an outdoor theatre and restaurants
galore too. One could have easily
spent an entire day here but then our
guide called us back and off we were
to our next destination.
Now, this was the adventure
of the day. Swaying in a 450 ft
long suspension bridge, more than
a hundred years old, we tried to
balance as we watched River Capliano
flowing 230 ft below. Surrounded
by wilderness, we took in breathless
views of the canyon and the river
and headed right into the forests.
The suspension bridge, once
built with hemp ropes and
cedar plants, has been now
replaced with wire cables.
The forests greeted us
with another adventure.
Walking high up in the
trees, 100 ft above the
forest floor, we saw the
world below from seven
footbridges suspended
between old Douglas fir trees.
Bright skies and blue seas took
us next to Granville Island on a pretty
rainbow-coloured aquabus. It was a
beautiful day with the sun shining
bright. Granville Island is one of the
oldest locales, an erstwhile mill town
which is one of the most important
cultural hubs of Vancouver. Artists
to sculptors and culinary specialists
to farmers flock here to showcase
their creative genius in the galleries
and marketplaces. We lost ourselves
in the bars and restaurants but it is
the farmer’s market with chocolates,
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Welcome to Fly
Over Canada, a
breathtaking virtual
flight ride which lets
you see, touch and
feel Canada up, close
and personal

G

Capilano
Suspension
Bridge
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cheese, meat and fresh produce that beckoned
to us. There is even a local brewery here, selling
maple to chocolate beer.
But we were more excited about kayaking
at False Creek. We must admit that it was a
lifetime experience as we tried hard to navigate,
bumping into fellow travellers occasionally. The
waters were calm and placid and the patient
instructors steered us into the creek, where we
lost ourselves amid nature once again. After a
quick sumptuous lunch at the Farmers Market,
we headed to Vancouver where we shopped at
Robson Street and rested a while before heading
out again, this time to the oldest settlement
of Gastown. The first thing we spotted at this
200-year-old locale was an ancient steam clock,
one of the few landmarks left from the bygone
era. Gastown is a torrent of life and colour and
one of the hippest neighbourhood, filled with
bars, boutiques, specialty cafes and restaurants.
This is the place where you head for a food trail,
downing all the history over a beer.
We started off with the story of Gassy Jack
Deighton, a sailor and steam boat captain,

who lent his name to the neighbourbood. His
statue stands here, reminding people of his
bar – Globe Saloon, the first establishment
set up near a maple tree. A food trail here took
us in and out of pubs and cafes as we tried
different cocktails, downed sake, sipped beer,
enjoyed cheese cakes and tried exotic Japanese
delicacies.
And finally, we were ready for our last
adventure of the day. With feet in the air, we
were flying above mountains, soaring over seas
and feeling the salts of the ocean on our lips.
The green slopes of the mountains suddenly
changed colour to white as the oceans morphed
into a waterfall and the Niagara greeted us.
We were flying from one coast to another,
virtually taking in every landscape of Canada
which changed by the minute. Welcome to Fly
Over Canada, a breathtaking virtual flight
ride which lets you see, touch and feel Canada
up, close and personal. It is the experience
we cherished the most as we believed there
cannot be a better way of bidding goodbye to
Vancouver.
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Through
the Land of
Temples
Take a walk through the lanes and
by-lanes of Odisha’s rich history and
culture with mesmerising Bhubaneswar
and enchanting Cuttack
Words: Snigdha Rajgarhia

T

B
A

Jagannath Temple in Puri

B

Female dancer sculpture at a temple

he twin cities of Bhubaneswar
and Cuttack have a profound
effect on the unassuming
traveller. First, they take him
by surprise and then leave him
in awe. For here thrives a rich culture –
one of surreal art, crafts, intense religious
beliefs and intriguing myths.
If you have felt the salty coastal breeze
of the Bay of Bengal or smelt the fragrant
incense-filled air of Puri, you have perhaps
heard a tale or two about Lord Jagannath.
Considered the granter of salvation, his
stories are filled with tales of emotion,
valour and mystery. The trio of deities –
Lord Jagannath, his brother Balabhadra
and their sister Subhadra reside in the
massive Shree Mandir, popularly known as
the Jagannath Temple. Believed to be built
by Lord Vishnu himself, the idols are made
of logs of wood and iconically, the deities’
idols do not have hands. This year, the
idols were replaced amid great fanfare and
religious fervour in the grandest chariot
festival of the century – Nabakalebara
Rath Yatra with approximately 30 lakh
devotees in attendance. The grand feast
of prasad offered to the deities six times

How to Get There
Vistara flies daily to
Bhubaneswar from
New Delhi
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FAST FACTS
•

The Jagannath
Temple kitchen at
Puri is reputed to be
the largest kitchen
in the world, with
400 cooks working
around 200 hearths
to feed over 10,000
people each day.

•

Believed to be built
by Lord Vishnu,
the idols are made
of logs of wood
and iconically, the
deities’ idols do not
have hands.

•

The Konark Dance
Festival, held in
December every
year against the
backdrop of the Sun
Temple, attracts
performers from far
and wide who come
to display their
talent to the sound
of drums, cymbals
and other musical
instruments.

C
a day, totalling 88 dishes, is made using earthen
soiled pots kept one over the other on an earthen
furnace. The Jagannath Temple kitchen is reputed
to be the largest in the world, with 400 cooks
working around 200 hearths to feed over 10,000
people each day.
Having inspired the Jagannath Temple of Puri,
stands tall the Lingaraj Temple of Bhubaneswar.
A visit to this state capital is incomplete without a
sighting of the temples that give Bhubaneswar its
nickname – The City of Temples. You can also take
a bite of the famed street food, dahi bada-alu dum
or explore the intriguing Udaygiri and Khandagiri
Caves, spot lions and tigers at the Nandankanan
Zoo or visit the Buddhist site of Dhauli Hill. With
realty prices skyrocketting over the last five years,
Bhubaneswar is well on its way to becoming the
next hot spot of development in eastern India.
Meanwhile, Cuttack, the 1,000-year-old city
boasts of being a seat of delicate art of filigree of
making ornaments through a wire mesh of gold,
silver, tiny beads and twisted threads. Ancient
Mesopotamian archaeological pieces also show
evidence of filigree art in their jewellery. More
recently, the craft has been popular in Italian and
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Dhauli Peace
Temple

D

Lingaraja
Temple
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For art enthusiasts, a visit
to the heritage crafts
village of Raghurajpur
should be a must on the list
French metalwork and often suggests a
lace-like appearance.
For a slice of serenity, one can head
to Chilka Lake, a brackish water lagoon
spanning a massive 1,100 km sq and
serving as a winter home to scores of
migratory birds and endangered species
of plants and animals. Mangalajodi, the
famous bird sanctuary, and Chilka Lake are
easily accessible through NH5. It is best to
visit them between November and March
for an unmatched bird-sighting experience.
Konark’s 13th century Sun Temple,
designed as a gigantic chariot of the Sun
God with 12 pairs of ornamented wheels
pulled by seven horses, is an ideal picnic
spot. The Konark Dance Festival, held in
December every year against the backdrop
of the Sun Temple, attracts performers
from far and wide who come to display
their talent to the sound of drums, cymbals
and other musical instruments. Just 3 km
east of the Sun Temple lies Chandrabagha
beach. It is a beautiful stretch of clear
water, perfect for meditating or a stroll
along the Marine Drive in Mumbai. Horse
rides and camel rides for children, snack
vendors and shell jewellery sellers make it
a fun pit stop for a family headed to Konark
and Puri.
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F

G

For art enthusiasts, a visit to the heritage
crafts village of Raghurajpur should be a
must on the list. Known primarily for its
renowned Pattachitra, the traditional tribal
art of painting with natural colours on dry
leaves, dating back to 5 BC, the village is

E

Pristine blue waters
of the Chilka Lake

F

Udaygiri and
Khandagiri Caves

G

The paintings on
betel nut by the
artists of Raghurajpur

home to crafts like stone and wood carvings,
palm leaf engravings, Tussar paintings and
cow dung and papier mache toys and masks.
Being the centre of Odisha’s illustrious culture,
Raghurajpur strings together the various
aspects of the state’s unique identity and
charm – from being home to Odissi dance
guru Kelucharan Mohapatra to being the place
of origin of the prestigious mats on which the
dieties of the Jagannath Temple are seated;
from being a tribal village to a newly awarded
title of Crafts Village, the small tribal town is
symbolic of Odisha’s progress and adaptation
to the modern world.
With centuries of history and tradition as
its base and eyes set on a promising future, a
visit to Odisha and its many wonders should
surely be on every traveller’s list.
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Mishti Doi
Spheres from
Farzi Cafe

Beat
The Indian

From Dry Fruit Roulade to Tandai Sphere, from Fig and
Khoya-layered Khaja to Mishti Doi Cannoli, here’s looking
at what the dessert high street has to offer

H

Words: Madhulika Dash

ow about a Hawaiian Sandesh
this Diwali? Or have you ever
wondered what a Fig and Khoyalayered Khaaja with honey-green
apple and mint chutney, Gulkand
Rabdi, candied rose petals and Chikki Kulfi will
taste like? Or will the rose foam complete the
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interesting marriage of frozen coconut cream
served with thin sheet of pistachio fudge stuffed
with dehydrated rose petals, nuts and honey?
Gone are the days when Diwali sweets were
limited to gifting a box of ladoos or an assortment
of sweets, chocolates and dry fruits. Today, it
is all about what is new and interesting. And

Mishti Dohi
Cannoli
For approx. 25
to 30 pieces

Ingredients
Refined flour
250 gm
Jaggery	
60 ml
Desi ghee
90 gm
Water
as required
Mishti doi
(mother dairy)
1 kg

Method
• Hang mishti doi
in a muslin cloth
or sieve for about
three hours. Drain
as much water as
possible.
• Make smooth
dough using
refined flour,
jaggery, desi ghee
and water.
• Rest the dough for
15 minutes and
then roll into a thin
sheet of 0.5 mm
thickness.
Mishti Doi Cannoli

courtesy a few brilliant hands from the culinary
corridors, desserts are matching the recent whim in
a stunning new avatar that bring forth a completely
different experience while keeping the classic
flavours and timeless appeal of the traditional
Indian sweets intact. Take the instance of the
luscious Chenna Payesh Cheesecake served at
Masala Library By Jiggs Kalra. Baked in New York
cheesecake style, this traditional Indian dessert
retains its characteristic flavour and taste profile,
and introduces a new form of indulgence that is
equally appealing.
“The need of this change stems from two facts.
One to make these traditional sweets interesting to
the newer palates and doing so bring back sweets

that have been long forgotten; and two, give them
a new style of indulgence through pairing,” says
Celebrity Chef Zorawar Kalra.
An excellent example of Kalra’s “new style
of indulgence” is Chef Manish Mehrotra’s Besan
Ladoo Tart and Mishti Doi Cannoli. “The idea,”
says Chef Mehrotra of Indian Accent, “while
putting together these desserts was to bring in a
certain easiness to it while adding a new texture
and a change in appearance. Like in the case of
Mishti Doi Cannoli, the thought behind using the
Sicilian pastry was to make mishto doi a finger
dessert while adding a grainy texture to otherwise
monotonous smoothness, thus giving it an
interesting palate play.”

• Using a round
shape cutter of 1.5
inches diameter,
cut round discs
of the flattened
dough.
• Roll each sheet on
a 0.75 inch thick
stainless steel pipe
to make a cannoli.
• Bake at 180°c for
8-10 minutes.
• Take the sheet out
from pipe carefully,
fill in the chilled
hung mishti doi
using a piping bag.
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Another dessert that would be
in vogue are deceptive sweets,
says Chef Mehrotra whose
signature chocolate rum ball
two years ago kick-started the
trend of surprise desserts

Agrees Indrajit Saha, Executive Chef,
Sofitel Mumbai BKC whose Dry Fruit Roulade is
based on a similar idea of presenting traditional
favourites in contemporary style. “The thing about
sweets during festive occasion,” says Saha, “is
that they are sought after more for gifting than
self-indulgence which means aside of having
that aesthetic brilliance, it has to have the
traditional connect and the ease of being
presented in a box too.”
Like the Kesar Rabri Kala Jamun
Carrot Boondi Tart made by Chef Vikas
Seth of Sanchos. “The motive was to
create the perfect bite-size sweet that
would bring together different sweets
that one correlates with the festival in
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Above: Firni Oxide
from Farzi Cafe
Below: Ghewar
Cheesecake,
pistachio dust,
almond chikki from
Masala Library

a marriage where every taste and texture
complements each other,” says Chef Seth.
Another example of such culinary brilliance
is the Fig and Khoya-layered Khaja with
honey-green apple and mint chutney, gulkand
rabdi, candied rose petals and chikki kulfi by
Corporate Executive Chef Zubin D’Souza,
Waterstones Hotel. Inspired by the traditional
sweet spread during Diwali, this sweet iteration
plays with the concept of different textures
of sweets that have been a part of traditional
sweet repertoire, with one dessert. “The hero
of this dish is, of course, the khaja, and the
addition of different elements like the Chikki
Kulfi is my ode to the traditional art of sweet
pairing like the classic rabri and jalebi while
giving the sweet a contemporary look and
feel,” says D’Souza who believes the trend of
“engaging desserts” is what will define the
gifting this season.
Yet another dessert that would be in vogue
this season are deceptive sweets, says Chef
Mehrotra whose signature chocolate rum ball
two years ago kick-started the trend of surprise
desserts. “The rum chocolate ball,” explains
the culinary wizard, “works like an Easter
Egg where the sweet comes to you as a simple
chocolate ball and a pan of hot chocolate. Only
when the chocolate is poured over the ball
is the real sweet inside revealed.” Much like
Chef Seth’s Srikhand Lolipop which ups the
ante for liqueur-filled chocolate with an
Indian twist. Or the phirni oxide and
mishti doi sphere with strawberry
gel served at Farzi Cafe. “It looks
different with the first mouthful
but once you bite into it, there
is an explosion of flavours
that are familiar yet with
that extra twist to become a
new favourite – just like the
festivals for which these are
meant for,” ends Kalra.
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Rejuvenation
on the go
Spa on arrival has definitely arrived and fortunately, you do not
need to travel far to find one
Words: Guneet Oberoi

T

ravelling today has become an integral
part of our lives, be it for work or
leisure. This, in turn, has left our tired
and wornout muscles craving for
some pampering and relaxation. To
help the discerning travellers enhance their travel
experience, the concept of airport spas and spa on
arrival is fast catching up.
Considered a luxurious add-on earlier, this new
travel ritual is a must to fight jet lag and kickstart
a productive day. Becoming an indispensable
post-flight ritual – a spa experience or a quick
workout has become an important part of the travel
itinerary of most travellers. “Wellness services
were largely restricted to airport lounges and
catered to first-class travellers to complement their
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travel experience. Standalone spas and wellness
centres opening up at airports show the market
identifying and responding to their requirements,”
shares Vamshi Reddy, CEO, Take5, an app which
provides real-time information on appointment
availability at a salon or spa and accepts online
bookings. Real time bookings mean the user gets an
immediate confirmation and the customer’s visit is
automatically logged into the appointment book.
Reddy elaborates the trend is indicative of how
wellness services have gone from being a luxury to a
necessity. “Travellers can now open the app, locate a
spa and the services offered, book an appointment,
avail facilities, pay for the services and walk out
without spending time at the checkout counter,”
he adds.

odyssey
offshore

A

Another aspect of spa on arrival is
when travellers seek rejuvenation as soon
as they reach their destination. Here,
hotels offering spa facilities on check-in
come into play. It is all about nipping
jet lag in the bud and hitting the ground
feeling alert, energised and relaxed.
What has Sparked This Trend?
Rising awareness among the youth
about wellness along with the traveller’s
profile has played a vital role in fuelling
this trend. One of the major factors
contributing to the increasing number
of airport spas and spa on arrival is the
type of travel involved. For example, a
business traveller needs to be fresh and
alert post-early morning flight as he/ she
needs to address a day-long meeting and
cannot use excuses such as time changes,
red eyes or cramped seats. Therefore, for
such travellers an en route spa or a spa on
arrival is necessary to recharge themselves
before the start of the meeting.
On the other hand, leisure travellers
wish to make the most of such
rejuvenation opportunities as vacations
are rare as they are always hard-pressed
for time, trying to strike a balance between
work and leisure. Therefore, airports

B

C

A

Women travellers
relaxing post their
spa treatments

B

Comfortable and
private spa area at
the airport
Stone massage
relieves travel stress

C

worldwide are increasingly incorporating
sophisticated spa centres within their
premises for the convenience of the
passengers.
This rush to upgrade airports
to incorporate more wellness is a
phenomenon that makes perfect sense
when you consider the negative impact
air travel has on our bodies: lower oxygen
levels result in general fatigue and loss of
mental alertness and, of course, sitting for
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FAST FACTS
•

The latest trend of
offering quick stop spa
treatments at airports
hopes to cash in on the
business travellers – who
rarely take time out of
their busy lives to get
wellness enhancing spa
treatments.

•

Unlike traditional day
spas, airport spas are less
on an appointment basis
and more on a walk-in
basis.

•

These “sampler”
treatments are 15-30
minute excursions into
health, beauty and
tension release.

•

D

long periods reduces blood flow thus causing
uncomfortable swelling.
Spa on the Move
Facials, massages and bliss are not words
you generally associate with airports but the
concept may soon be changing. Airports are
beginning to capitalise on pampering their
passengers. This year, forward thinking
airports have started taking wellness much
more seriously, incorporating wellness
activities throughout the terminals. This is
great news for travellers who have layovers

Excessive flight
cancellations, endless
long security queues and
intrusive security pat
downs are some of the
reasons which push you
to indulge in some pre or
post-flight pampering.

E

D

Foot reflexology is the best way to
soothe feet swollen by air travel
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E

Indulge in a quick 15 minute dry massage
and feel rejuvenated all over again

and are looking to mitigate some of the
travel-related stress being inflicted on their
minds and bodies.
A case in point is Plaza Premium
Lounges that have 13 outlets at three Indian
airports – New Delhi, Hyderabad and
Bengaluru – and the company is looking at
expanding its footprint in India. Some of
the therapies you could indulge here include
foot reflexology which soothes the jet leg
feet instantly, Swedish massage if you are
looking for a full body rejuvenation or a
quick dry massage.
On spas no longer being limited to
women, Mohan Limbu, country head, Plaza
Premium Lounge, India, points out, “A spa
has always been considered a woman-driven
indulgence but a sizeable percentage of
men are pampering themselves now. This,
perhaps, would be related with the fact that
more men travel than women. Also note
that travellers above 25 years avail more spa
services then their younger counterparts.”
In a world where looking and feeling
well is the measure of a life best lived, having
wellness take the lead when we are coming
and going makes perfect sense. So expect to
see more spas and fitness studios catering
to jet lagged travellers, more businesses
incorporating relaxation techniques to
jump start meetings and spas and fitness
facilities becoming as common in airports as
newsstands.
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Jewellery
Must-Haves
Every state of the country has a special piece of jewellery to boast of.
So the next time you’re travelling through India, add these souvenirs
to your coveted collection
Words: Shibani Bawa

A

T

he diversity of India
is evident through its
varied landscape, changing
languages and dialects and
of course, the vast repertoire of
food. Our long history of traditional artisans has
ensured that every state offers unique architecture,
textiles and artworks. Yet there is one more thing
that is special to different regions – jewellery!
India, the land of kings and queens, offers
a rich heritage of ornaments that are worn on
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different occasions. While one sees the
choicest of jewellery showcased at the
big fat Indian weddings, some pieces are
symbolic of one’s family background or marital
status. As the country is progressing towards
modernity and the strict ancient rituals are fading,
people are more open to donning jewellery from
different Indian states.
Necklaces, earrings, bangles and rings
are common all over the country, even if the
craftsmanship or styles vary. We bring you jewellery

B

expert Speak
C
Varda Goenka
owner and designer, Diagold
This gold handcrafted Chitai work bangle
adorned with pearls and diamonds is
popular in Kolkata. Chitai is an art of
metal embossing and a beautiful Chitai
bangle is a must-pick if travelling to the
City of Joy.

Akshay Kothari
director, Hema S Kothari Jewellery
The Kasu Mala from Kerala was once
worn only by the Nairs who were the
royals of a bygone era. The style is classic
and made of pure gold and you invariably
find it in a bridal trousseau.

Pooja Vaswani
owner and designer, Pratharv Jewels
Gold necklaces, with miniature
depictions of deities, known as Swami
jewellery, are extremely popular in
South India, especially Tamil Nadu.
These necklaces have images of one or
more deities using “high relief” technique
for a unique look.
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A

A royal Mughal era
inspired neckpiece
from MB Jewellers
& Sons

B

Thalaisaamaan is a
traditional headpiece
worn by a South Indian

typical to certain regions and states
in India
North India
Kashmir is famous for its fine
craftsmanship, be it papier-mache,
handwoven silk carpets or the fine
embroidery on pashmina shawls. The
state offers lots of unique pieces of
jewellery from the long and circular
earrings called kundalas to large anklets
known as nupura while the halqaband,
a traditional choker, is studded with
different precious and semi-precious
stones, even mirrors. Thick bangles
made of solid gold and silver with a
snake or lion head at either end, known
as gunus are popular even today. While

C

Naths are very famous in
Maharashtra and come in
different styles

most of these ornaments are quite large
and chunky, the fine craftsmanship
showcased in filigree setting, in silver
and gold, are alluring and in demand
among the tourists.
West India
In the north and the west, nose
ornaments are typically round gold rings
but the Maharashtrian nose rings are
distinctly different. The paisley-shaped
ornament, known as the Karwari nath
is a cultural emblem which belongs
to the region close to Karnataka. The
Brahmani nath is popular in the Konkan
and Western Maharashtra regions and
is usually studded with Basra pearls and
emeralds. And the fact that this nath can

palette
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Assamese jewellery
is mostly influenced
by nature as well as
musical instruments
and other objects of
daily use

expert Speak

Kusum Johari
Business Owner, The Bikaner State Jewellers
Polki along with precious and semi-precious
stones are used in all our products. To give
a well-groomed finish, the reverse sides of
the products are beautifully decorated by a
technique called meenakari which is done
on 24 carat gold.

Gaurav Khanna,
director, Kanjimull & Sons
The pink enamel (gulabi meena) is the
hallmark of the Benaras tradition. Leaves
of green enamel frame and highlight the
painted pink enamel lotus flowers in this
craft that is distinctive of Benaras.
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be worn as a clip-on makes it easier to wear
without getting the nose pierced. A large
number of young girls don it as a fashion
statement too.
South India
South Indian jewellery is largely inspired
by the ones that adorn idols in temples.
Famous as temple jewellery, the ornaments
in Tamil Nadu and Kerala are generally
large and chunky, with figures of various
gods and goddesses in gold fused in to
or forming the pendant on pearl string
necklaces. Temple jewellery offers the most
elaborate ornaments for hair. A traditional
headpiece comprising of three ornaments,
one is worn on the middle parting whereas
the other two on both sides of the hairline
called thalaisaamaan. This piece evokes the
image of a traditional Indian bride. Then
there is billai that traditionally comprises
nine circular hair clips arranged on braided
hair in descending order, with the biggest
clip worn at the top of the braid. Red, green
and white are the most common colours
of precious and semi-precious stones
used for billais. These are often worn by
Bharatnatyam dancers. One can even wear
one of the billai pieces for a contemporary

D

A polki and semiprecious stone bracelet
from Cooke & Kelvey

E

Half-moon shaped
Assamese traditional
neckpiece

look with a Western ensemble.
East India
Assamese jewellery is mostly influenced by
nature as well as by musical instruments
and other objects of daily use. The most
interesting piece of Assamese jewellery is an
earring known as kopo phool. Inspired from
a local flower, it looks like two small shoes
jointly attached to a floral segment on top
that is further connected to a chain. Jun-biri
is yet another traditional piece of jewellery is
designed like half-moon. It can be designed
into pendants as well as earrings. If you
like to experiment with different materials,
the North East offers a fascinating range of
jewellery made from seeds, beads and glass.
This jewellery is ideal for a boho-chic look.
These are a few examples of unique
pieces but Indian jewellery has much more
to offer. If you want to indulge in some of
this jewellery shopping without travelling
through the length and the breadth of the
country, brands like Tanishq and D’damas
have an entire jewellery collection based on
regional designs. Even though you may not
get what we have listed here, you can find
other interesting and unique traditional
pieces from different states!

*conditions apply
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Anushka Sharma’s movies released in 2015

Versatility
Personified
Anushka Sharma is enjoying her double role, both
as an actor and a producer, with equal elan
Words: Aarti Kapur Singh

Y

A

B

A still from
Bombay Velvet

Anushka started
her career as
a model for
Wendell Rodricks

ou need to be
immensely talented
and supremely
confident about
your craft (read
acting) to be able to carve a
niche in the Hindi film industry,
especially if you do not hail
from a filmi family or do not
have a godfather. Anuskha
Sharma falls in this unique
league of actors who, with sheer
hard work and dedication, has
worked with A-list directors
like Yash Chopra, Rajkumar
Hirani, Zoya Akhtar and Vishal
Bhardwaj during her short
seven-year Bollywood stint.
Moreover, it is never too
easy when you are debuting

opposite Shah Rukh Khan in
a Yash Raj film, Rab Ne Bana
Di Jodi, and managing to get
noticed by cine-goers and critics
alike. And maintaining the
success streak with movies like
Band Baaja Baaraat, Ladies vs
Ricky Bahl, Matru Ki Bijlee Ka
Mandola, PK and Dil Dhadakne
Do thereafter. “It is not that I
have only given box office hits.
I have experienced lows too but
only enough to make me learn
and not wallow in them,” says
the 27-year-old. It is perhaps
this tenacity, ingrained in her,
courtesy her Army upbringing,
that made Anushka not lose her
sanity when she hit the ground
running.

B
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Anushka won the best actress award in the
International Indian Film Academy Awards for
Band Baaja Baaraat and a Filmfare Award for
best supporting actress in Jab Tak Hai Jaan

C

C

Anushka
and Ranveer
played the role
of wedding
planners in
Band Baaja
Baaraat

D

Anushka
played the role
of a journalist
in Jab Tak Hai
Jaan

D
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Anushka was discovered
by Goa-based fashion designer
Wendell Rodricks. He spotted
her while she was moving around
in a showroom in Bengaluru. She
began her modelling career at the
Lakme Fashion Week as a model
for Rodricks’ Les Vamps show
and was picked to be Rodricks’
finale model at the Spring
Summer’07 collection.
“I came to Mumbai eight
years ago with my mom and
brother. Initially, the chaos
numbed me but all I did was
ride the tide,” she says. Today,
Anushka seems to have tamed
the beast she rode because in
these eight years, she has not had
a single movie in which she was
used as a prop to the storyline
or played second fiddle to the
hero. “I am so glad to be a part of
the film industry in times when
stereotypes have been broken by
my predecessors. Audiences are
appreciating women who stand
up on their own. I find it easier
to play these roles because that is
the real me,” she asserts.
At present, Anushka’s selfesteem is several notches higher
as she gets addressed as an
“actor who has turned producer”.
She is every bit the anti-thesis
of the airs this dual role bloats
her contemporaries with. As a
matter of fact, not many of her

colleagues have the “producer”
label on their resumes.
Ask her if being a producer
has made any difference and
pat comes the reply, “Life has
become more chaotic now as I
listen to scripts not just for my
roles but also for producing my
films. However, I am enjoying
the thrill and responsibility of
this double role.”
Even in her role as a
producer, Anushka is making
a conscious effort to not just
pander to box office appeal.
“It is not just about equality
or feminism. Why should we
believe that any one gender is
superior? For me, it is always
about the story, the content in a
movie. I want to take risks and
as a producer, I can gamble to my
heart’s content,” says Anushka
with a throaty chuckle.
But what finally does she
aspires to be – an actor or a
producer? “I want to excel in both
and be versatile!” says Anushka.
Her next role will be the hugely
anticipated Ae Dil Hai Mushkil
being helmed by Karan Johar
who wields the directorial baton
after three years. Going by the
buzz in Bollywood, the movie,
slated to hit screens next year, is
apparently a love triangle between
Ranbir Kapoor, Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan and Anushka.

Give your client
100% life cover,
Do a protection
analysis today
100% Life cover
100% Financial Security
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138 years ago

1877
Edison’s
‘Talking
Machine’

W

November
Trivia

orld famous inventor
Thomas Alva Edison
is known for his
inventions that
made life easier. On
November 21, 1877, Edison accidentally
discovered a machine to record and
playback sound. He stumbled upon
the machine while working on a device
to record telephone communication.
Edison was dumbfounded by his “talking
machine” and said, “I was never so taken
aback in my life. I was always afraid of
things that worked the first time.”
A few weeks later, he went to the
offices of Scientific American Magazine

and set up his machine in front of the
editors. Saying little, he turned the crank
and shocked everyone there when the
machine spoke the following words,
“Good morning. How do you do? How
do you like the phonograph?” Thus the
phonograph, also known as the talking
machine, became one of his biggest
inventions with the light bulb and the
motion picture camera to follow. The
term “phonograph” is a translation of the
Greek for “sound writer”.
The hand-cranked, tinfoil covered
cylindrical drum was first used to

November 1, 1604
William Shakespeare’s Othello was
first performed by a theatre group,
The King’s Men, at London’s Whitehall
Palace on Hallows Day, November
1, in 1604. Othello was
one of Shakespeare’s
most popular plays
throughout the 17th
century.
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record Edison singing Mary Had A Little
Lamb. By 1888, two inch wax cylinders
had become the standard. The average
playing time was four minutes, spun at
90 revolutions per minute for spoken
word recordings, and two to twoand-a-half minutes at 160 revolutions
per minute for music. This marvel of
engineering received high accolades from
prominent publications such as Scientific
American and Harper’s Weekly. The once
destitute paperboy was now a national
hero, winning a Legion of Honour medal
from the French government.

November 6, 1860
Abraham Lincoln was elected as
the 16th president of the United
States of America. Representing
Republicans, he received 180
of 303 possible electoral votes
and 40 per cent of popular vote.
This announcement signalled
the secession of the southern
states.

Kaleidoscope
photo frames

Iconic
Bollywood
Movies
of All Times

Celebrating Hindi cinema, we list top Bollywood films of all times
which deserve appreciation and were movies which left a mark
on each one of us in many ways
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1950s

SHREE 420
1955

Director
Raj Kapoor
Starring
Raj Kapoor,
Nargis Dutt
and Nadira

Forever remembered for its song,
Mera joota hai Japani, Shree 420
is the first movie in which famous
yesteryear actress Sadhana made her
first film appearance as one of the
background dancers. It also starred
Rishi Kapoor as a toddler along with
elder brother, Randhir and sister Ritu.

Kagaz Ke
phool
1959
Director
Guru Dutt

Starring
Guru Dutt,
Waheeda
Rahman,
Mahmood and
Johnny Walker

Mother India | 1957
Director Mehboob Khan | Starring Nargis Dutt,
Sunil Dutt, Rajendra Kumar and Raaj Kumar

Did you know Mother India is the remake of Mehboob Khan’s 1940 film, Aurat? The
movie holds the distinction of the country’s first submission for the Academy Awards
for Best Foreign Language Film in 1958. Nargis Dutt, who played the title role, was 26
when she played mother to two grown-up sons. The movie is the earliest example of a
Hindi movie containing Western classical music and Hollywood style orchestra.

A box office disaster when it
was released, the movie later
resurrected as a world cinema cult
movie, especially for its songs and
picturisation. It finds place in the Time
magazine’s All Time 100 Best Movies.
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1960s

Guide

1965

Director
Vijay Anand
Starring
Dev Anand,
Waheeda
Rahman and
Leela Chitnis

Listed at No 4 on Time magazine’s
Best Bollywood Classics, Guide
was perhaps one of the earliest
attempts in Indian cinema to
depict both the hero and the
heronie in negative shades. It was
India’s official entry for the Oscars
in 1966. Surprisingly, the English
version of the movie flopped.

TEESRI
MANZIL

1966
Director
Vijay Anand
Starring
Shammi
Kapoor and
Asha
Parekh

Writer-producer Nasir Hussain
wanted Dev Anand to play the
lead character of Rocky but as
he was unavailable, Shammi
Kapoor was cast instead. This
suspense thriller saw Salim Khan,
Salman Khan’s father, play drums
onscreen in the song, O hasina
zulfonwali... with his second wife,
Helen, featuring in the same.
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MUGHAL-E-AZAM | 1960
Director K Asif | Starring Prithviraj Kapoor,
Dilip Kumar and Madhubala

A cinematic landmark, Muhghal-e-Azam is the first full feature length movie to
be coloured and re-released in 2004. Tabla maestro Ustad Zakir Hussain was
considered to play young Dilip Kumar but the role was eventually played by Jalal
Agha. The song, Pyaar Kiya Toh Darna Kya, was shot in the Sheesh Mahal on a
budget of ` 10 lakh at a time when an entire movie was shot in the same budget.

1970s

PAKEEZAH
1972

Director
Kamal Amrohi
Starring
Meena Kumari
and Raaj Kumar

The movie, remembered for its
melodious music and poetic
dialogues, took 14 years to complete
due to personal differences between
lead actress Meena Kumari and her
director husband, Kamal Amrohi.
It was on Nargis-Sunil Dutt’s
intervention that Meena completed
the movie.

DEEWAR
1975

Director
Yash Chopra
Starring
Amitabh
Bachchan,
Shashi Kapoor,
Parveen Babi,
Neetu Singh
and Nirupa Roy

SHOLAY | 1975
Director Ramesh Sippy | Starring Dharmendra, Sanjeev Kumar,
Amitabh Bachchan, Hema Malini, Jaya Bachchan and Amjad Khan

Sholay is the first movie to enjoy a 25-week run in over 100 cinema halls, the first
made in 70 mm and first with stereophonic sound. Shatrughan Sinha was considered
to play Jai which was finally played by Dharmendra and Danny Denzongpa was almost
finalised to play Gabbar Singh. Not many know but a dacoit named Gabbar Singh did
exist in the 1950s in Gwalior area. In 1999, BBC termed it as the Film of the Millennium.

While Rajesh Khanna was the first
choice to play the role of Vijay
(Amitabh Bachchan), Navin Nischol
was to portray the character of his
brother, Ravi (Shashi Kapoor).
Writers Salim-Javed reportedly asked
for an unheard amount of ` 8 lakh for
Deewar and wrote the entire script
and dialogues in 45 days.
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1980s

SAARANSH
1984

Director
Mahesh Bhatt
Starring
Anupam
Kher, Rohini
Hattangadi
and Soni
Razdan

The movie was inspired by
the death of the only son of a
Maharashtrian couple in New York.
Kher was only 28 when he played
the role of a retired 60-plus man.
It was India’s official entry for the
1985 Oscars in the Best Foreign
Language Film category. Noted
producer-director David Dhawan
was the editor of the movie.

MAINE
PYAR KIYA

1989
Director
Sooraj
Barjatya

Starring
Salman Khan,
Bhagyashree
and Mohnish
Behl
Model Shabina Dutt had auditioned
for the female lead but failed the
screen test. However, she referred
Salman’s name for the lead as the
two had worked in a television ad.
The movie was dubbed in Spanish
as Te Amo, the first experiment
of its kind. Yesteryear actress
Nutan’s son, Mohnish, played the
villain even though his mother was
unhappy at his decision.
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JAANE BHI DO YAARO | 1982
Director Kundan Shah | Starring Naseeruddin Shah, Ravi Baswani,
Bhakti Barve, Satish Shah, Pankaj Kapoor and Om Puri

The movie, made on a budget of ` 7 lakh, was inspired by two of Kundan’s FTII
friends who, unable to get good work in the film industry, opened a photo studio.
While Naseer and Kundan were paid ` 15,000 each, Baswani took home ` 6,000.
Regarded as a cult classic, the film has immense recall value and the names
of the two lead characters, Vinod Chopra and Sudhir Mishra, came from the
renowned film directors today who were assisting Kundan back then.

1990s

ANDAZ
APNA APNA
1994

Director
Rajkumar
Santoshi
Starring
Aamir Khan,
Salman Khan,
Raveena
Tandon,
Karisma
Kapoor, Paresh
Rawal and
Shakti Kapoor

A commercial failure when it first
released, it is the only movie in which
Salman and Aamir acted together.
The movie did not have a script and
most scenes were improvised on the
sets. The original Crime Master Gogo
character, played by Shakti Kapoor,
was offered to Tinnu Anand.

BORDER
1997

Director
JP Dutta
Starring
Sunny Deol,
Suniel Shetty,
Akshaye
Khanna, Jackie
Shroff, Pooja
Bhatt, Tabu,
Rakhee and
Kulbhushan
Kharbanda

DILWALE DULHANIA LE JAYENGE | 1995
Director Aditya Chopra | Starring Shah Rukh Khan, Kajol,
Amrish Puri, Farida Jalal and Anupam Kher

The character of Raj Malhotra, played by SRK, was first offered to Saif Ali Khan but
he turned it down. DDLJ marked the onscreen debut of filmmaker Karan Johar. One of
the most popular tracks, Mehndi laga ke rakhna..., was originally scored for another
movie. Maratha Mandir theatre in Mumbai is still running the film, 19 years after it first
released. DDLJ was placed 12th on the British Film Institute’s list of top Indian films of
all times.

An adaptation of real life events that took
place in the Battle of Longewala fought
in Rajasthan during the 1971 Indo-Pak
war, Border was dedicated by Dutta to his
brother, an Indian Air Force pilot who died
in a MiG crash. Aamir Khan was offered
the role played by Akshaye Khanna but he
refused the same due to date issues.
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2000s

RANG DE
BASANTI
2006
Director
Rakeysh
Omprakash
Mehra

Starring
Aamir Khan,
Siddharth,
Sharman Joshi,
Soha Ali Khan,
R Madhavan,
Kunal Kapoor,
Alice Patten
and Waheeda
Rahman
Director Rakeysh Mehra had earlier
titled the movie, Aahuti, but it was
changed later to Rang De Basanti. In
fact, the movie’s script was written
with Abhishek Bachchan in the
lead role and was supposed to be
his Bollywood debut. SRK was the
original choice to play the character
of Fl Lt Ajay Rathod but he could not
do it due to prior commitments.

CHAK
DE! INDIA

1966
Director
Shimit Amin

Starring
Shah Rukh
Khan, Anjan
Srivastava,
Sagarika
Ghatge, Vidya
Malvade and
Shilpa Shukla

Shah Rukh had declined the role
earlier as he was busy shooting Kabhi
Alvida Na Kehna. In fact, the role was
apparently offered to Salman Khan
and John Abraham. The actresses
who played the role of hockey
players underwent four month
rigorous training and a strict diet
regime. Freida Pinto had auditioned
for the role of one of the hockey
players.
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LAGAAN: ONCE UPON A TIME IN INDIA | 2001
Director Ashutosh Gowariker | Starring Aamir Khan, Gracy
Singh, Rachel Shelley and Paul Blackthorne

Lagaan was the first movie produced by Aamir Khan along with the director. Ameesha Patel,
Namrata Shirodkar and Nandita Das were in the race to play the female lead but the role
finally went to Gracy Singh. It is the first Indian movie to be widely released in China and
was dubbed in Chinese and premiered in Shanghai followed by Beijing. Lagaan was the third
movie after Mother India and Salaam Bombay to be nominated for the Oscars.

kaliedoscope
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Magnificent Mysore
Explore the city’s rich legacy to content yourself with varied facets
of architecture and history
Words: Anil Mulchandani
Photos: Dinesh Shukla

T

hough the historic city of Mysore is
fast emerging as an info-tech hub, it
has an old world charm to it. Home to
magnificent palaces, broad avenues,
beautifully laid-out gardens and places
of worship, it is one of the most appealing tourist
destinations in the country.
Mysore Palace or Amba Vilas
One of the most impressive palaces in India, Mysore
Palace or Amba Vilas, was designed by British
architect Henry Irwin, known for Indo-Gothic and

Indo-Saracenic buildings. The palace perfectly
represents a synthesis of Indian, Islamic and
European architectural styles, with domes, turrets,
arches and colonnades lavishly embellished with
paintings, carvings and etchings. The interiors of
the palace exude royal splendour in its profusion
of richly carved teakwood ceilings, ivory figures of
deities, silver doors and gilded surfaces. The solidgold elephant howdah is one of the most valuable
exhibits here. Not-to-be-missed is the gold and
turquoise columned marriage hall with a stained
glass ceiling depicting peacocks and brilliantly

Amba Vilas Palace
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Built in 1979, the Mysore Railway Museum is the second
museum after the National Railway Museum in New Delhi
coloured flowers. Ascend to the elegant
and impressive Durbar Hall on the second
floor, and you will encounter painted
ceilings, gilded and painted columns and
arches, inlaid Italian marble floors and
artworks of Raja Ravi Varma. The hall of
private gatherings comprises gold-leaf
pillars, stained glasswork, chandeliers,
woodcarvings, marquetry doors and ivory
work. There is also a museum of art and
princely heirlooms.

under construction after it turned into ashes
during a fire accident. In 1951, the palace
was converted into an art gallery and was
renamed Jayachamarajendra Art Gallery in
1955. The art gallery has one of the largest
collections of artefacts in south India,
mostly done by Raja Ravi Varma.

Lalitha Mahal Palace
The second largest palace in Mysore, Lalitha
Mahal Palace is situated near the Chamundi
Hills. Built in 1921 by Krishnaraja Wodeyar
IV for exclusive stay of the then viceroy
of India, the palace is one of the most
imposing structures in the city. With its
architecture inspired from the St Paul’s
Cathedral in London, the palace was
planned by architect EW Fritchley and built
in Renaissance style. It was converted into a
hotel in 1974.

Cathedral of St Philomena
A short distance away from Jagmohan
Palace is the Cathedral of St Philomena.
Built in 1936 using a Neo-Gothic style, the
cathedral is among the tallest churches in
India and the second largest in Asia. The
Cathedral of St Philomena was constructed
by Krishnarajendra Wodeyar Bahadur IV,
the erstwhile king of Mysore, in the memory
of St Philomena, a young Greek princess
and a 4th century martyr of Roman Catholic
Church. It was built at the same location
where once stood the tomb of St Philomena.
Designed by French architect Daly, the
intricate designs of the church was inspired
by the Cologne Cathedral in Germany.

Jaganmohan Palace
One of the seven palaces that dot the city
of Mysore, Jaganmohan Palace was built in
1861 in traditional Hindu style and used by
the royal family of Wodeyars as their home,
during the period when Amba Vilas was

Railway Museum
If vintage locomotives catch your fancy, visit
the Railway Museum where royal saloons
and steam engines besides an informative
photo gallery, a rare Austin rail-car, rail
memorabilia like signals and lights and a

A

Railway Museum is
a must visit for its
vintage appeal

B

Cathedral of St.
Philomena was built
in the year 1936

mini train. Built in 1979, the Mysore Railway
Museum is the second museum after the
National Railway Museum in New Delhi. One
of the most important highlights here is Sri
Ranga Pavilion, the two coaches of Maharaja
of Mysore and the Maharani saloon with
a dining car unit, kitchen, royal restroom
(dating back to 1899). The museum also has
an ‘E class engine’ built in 1920.
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Monthly Forecast
ARIES

LEO

Mar 21 - Apr 19
You and your partner may move towards greater
understanding, promise and honesty. This is the
right time for a change in career so try your luck.
Financially, a stable month for you.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Fiery orange

July 23 - Aug 22
This month brings good luck but also the
temptation to enjoy good things in life. Venus
retrograde is likely to cause confusion so be
methodical and patient.
Lucky Number: 21
Lucky Colour: Yellow

TAURUS

VIRGO

Apr 20 - May 20
Love affairs are likely to take a backseat this month.
Be patient as tempers can flare up in no time. At the
workplace, you are likely to get a relocation offer.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Yellow

Aug 23 - Sep 22

This is the month of great luck and abundance.
Career prospects or new assignments may be a bit
out of the ordinary. Expose yourself to new skills
and learn new things.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colour: Navy blue

gemini

LIBRA

May 21 - June 20

Your relations with friends reach a new level of
understanding. On the romantic front, you may
feel things are below average. Be patient at the
workplace.
Lucky Number: 10
Lucky Colour: Blue

Sep 23 - Oct 22

Not the best time to make commitments. There is a
strong urge to go off on a tangent without thinking
of the consequences. You might want to get away
from everyone.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Red

CANCER

SCORPIO

June 21 - July 22
Keep your emotions under control this
month. Couples find new ways to support
and work together. Financially, your biggest
concern is to avoid becoming charitable.
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: Black

Oct 23 - Nov 21
Keep your head down and get on with the job
in hand than try to make big ideas happen.
Request family and friends to help out more
in and around home.
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Colour: Coral Pink

SAGITTARIUS
Nov 22 - Dec 21
If you are single, this is the time to find someone
compatible with you for marriage. You may be
tempted to splurge on a few luxuries this month.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Orange

CAPRICORN
Dec 22 - Jan 19

You can begin to think a little bigger this month.
If you have a new project at the workplace,
discuss your ideas and suggestions with your
colleagues.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Off-white

AQUARIUS
Jan 20 - Feb 18

You splash the cash to show your fortune. It
is time to make the most of your positive
thoughts and choose an exotic destination for
your next vacation.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Golden

PISCES

Feb 19 - Mar 20

Ideal time to find a new partner. Colleagues turn
to you for advice. Take care not to isolate anyone
as you will need to call on their support in the
short term.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colour: Dark brown

Jai Madaan tarot card reader
The specific arrangement of planets and stars at the time of your birth makes you unique. Uncover the real you and find out your destiny, through the
predictions by tarot card reader Jai Madaan. “Astrology can help guide you through your troubled emotions and clouded thoughts, by offering a reflection of
your past, present and possible future and showing you a fresh perspective on your life”, she says. See what she has to share about your sign and your cosmic
map, as the Almighty has constructed.
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Tech Miles Above
If you are a traveller who prefers to stay connected during flights, then the
global trend of in-flight technology will surely be of interest to you!

W

Words: Nishant Vashishtha

ith billions of air travellers flying
across the globe, the aviation
industry is constantly striving
to introduce technological
advancements to maximise user
experience, especially In-Flight Entertainment (IFE).
As the aviation sector expects to welcome around
3.6 billion passengers globally in 2016, according to
the figures released by International Air Transport
Association (IATA), plans are underway to offer more
than just individual screens with audio-video. The
latest global trends include on-demand programmes,
satellite television broadcasts, outside live views from
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landscape cameras and the latest trend of connecting
personal devices to their seats.
It was in 1936 that airship Hindenburg started
offering a piano, a dining room, a bar and live
musicians as part of In-Flight Entertainment (IFE)
on a two-and-a-half day flight between Europe and
America. In the early 50s, IFE was delivered in the
form of food and drinks along with an occasional
projector movie during long-distance flights. The
first personal audio player was offered to passengers
in 1985 which was followed by noise cancelling
headphones in 1989. And then arrived private IFE TV
screens in the late 90s.
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elapattu Bird Sanctuary located 80kms from Nellore, quite close to the famous Pulicat Lake, is
elapattu Bird Sanctuary located 80kms from Nellore, quite close to the famous Pulicat Lake, is
an important breeding site for the rare spot-billed pelicans. �e sanctuary sprawls over an area
an important breeding site for the rare spot-billed pelicans. �e sanctuary sprawls over an area
of 458.92 hectares. �e sanctuary is covered with Barringtonia swamp forests which has the unique
of 458.92 hectares. �e sanctuary is covered with Barringtonia swamp forests which has the unique
property of even growing in � ooded conditions and saplings survive for more than six months when
property of even growing in � ooded conditions and saplings survive for more than six months when
totally submerged. �us this lush region provides prime nesting ground for Pelicans, which roost here
totally submerged. �us this lush region provides prime nesting ground for Pelicans, which roost here
in � ocks. In all, 187 bird species can be found at this Bird Sanctuary, 50 of which are migratory. In
in � ocks. In all, 187 bird species can be found at this Bird Sanctuary, 50 of which are migratory. In
addition to the spot-billed pelican, it is also a choice breeding site for white ibis, openbill stork, night
addition to the spot-billed pelican, it is also a choice breeding site for white ibis, openbill stork, night
heron and little cormorant. Other migratory water birds that visit the sanctuary include pintail,
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business
mantra

Over the last two decades, with the
number of business travellers increasing,
various airlines started offering In-Flight
Connectivity as an additional service which
includes internet browsing, text messaging,
cell phone usage and sending-receiving
e-mails. In fact, airline manufacturer
Boeing started providing in-flight
broadband service to commercial airlines in
2000-01. Of late, Internet connectivity has
given rise to on-board wi-fi system which
has turned around the travel experience
and has immense potential to unlock in
future. The technology operates in two
areas – air to ground system and satellite
based wi-fi.
The first in-flight wi-fi made its debut in
2008 in the US, using air to ground system
where ground-based towers communicated
with directional antennas mounted at the
bottom of the aircraft. However, this meant
the connection speeds were based on how
fast the signal could reach the airplane
from its source below which led to low
bandwidth.
More recently, in-flight internet
providers like Gogo and others have
improved services and speeds with high
frequency satellite based wi-fi. It is going
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Airlines are delivering Video On
Demand that directly streams
programmes to a passenger’s
device using in-flight wi-fi
to get faster with Gogo announcing its new
2Ku technology which uses two Ku-band
antennas to offer peak speeds of 70Mbps
plus. Higher speed benefits business
passengers as it helps them stay connected
and complete work during a flight.
Another factor of importance in the
area of in-fight entertainment is the weight
factor. Seatback video systems increase
the overall load weight of the flight. To
counter this, many leading airlines are
now considering providing I-pads and
other lighter devices, pre-loaded with an
array of videos, to the passengers with the
aims to reduce IFE costs. For example,
IFE maintenance was the third largest
expense of Air France in 2011. A year later,
the French airline decided against wiring
its fleet of Boeing 747s with traditional
seatback video system and distributed
i-pads to its passengers.
Over time, technology has taken a step
further and the airlines are delivering Video

On Demand (VOD) that directly streams
various programmes to the passenger’s own
devices using in-flight wi-fi and Bring Your
Own Device where you can connect your
device and access plane’s personal device
entertainment services.
Despite the costs involved, access to
in-flight internet does influence which
aircraft and airlines passengers choose to
fly with, claims a 2014 report by Honeywell
Aerospace. It suggests two-third airtravellers are choosing wi-fi equipped
aircraft so they can remain productive,
entertained and connected during the
flight. In-flight wi-fi is gradually getting
faster as airlines globally are upgrading
their fleet and Internet is becoming
commonplace on more and more routes.
This technology has reached Asia with
Singapore Airlines providing internet
access on their aircraft. The same will
hopefully be introduced in India soon with
the Central Government warming up to the
idea of wi-fi-based internet on flights.
Thus, as airlines globally are upgrading
their in-flight entertainment systems the
in-flight wifi technology is gaining more
and more popularity among frequent
travellers.
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